Bringing Cellular
Therapies Closer to

PATIENTS
C
ellular therapy researchers are making enormous strides in the laboratory to develop

treatments for diseases such as cancer and

autoimmune disorders. But benchside discov-

eries are just the ﬁrst step in a process that ideally ends

with new therapies for patients, perhaps even at a lower
cost. To bring cell therapies closer to the people who
need them, investigators are becoming more versed in
the manufacturing process and are teaming with organizations such as the National Heart, Lung and Blood
Institute, or NHLBI, which provides assistance with
translational research — research that bridges the gap
between laboratory discovery and bedside treatments.
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Derek Hei, PhD, a project director

“The manufacturing of cell products
has become a science unto itself.”
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“These SOPs can help the scientists

“own” the scientists’ research. The

continuing medical education credits.

from the translational stage through

institute, however, has the right to

(AABB has been running this CME

clinical trials to commercial launch.”

publish information from the product

programming for PACT since 2006.)

He noted that some researchers who

development activities it supports,
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Regulators and Industry
Collaborating with government

Mondoro as a project ofﬁcer at NHLBI.
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therapies eventually reach the patient’s
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sor of medicine and anesthesia at the
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“There are products and there
are protocols … In some cases,
researchers use cells we already
have and techniques we already
know in novel ways.”
review with assistance from PACT.

developing storage bags for biologics

Matthay, who is studying the use of

more than 30 years ago when a

bone-marrow derived human alloge-

researcher at the National Institutes of

neic mesenchymal stem cells to treat

Health noted that the plastic in some

acute lung injury, submitted pre-IND

early apheresis equipment interacted

information in the summer of 2010 and

with the cells, causing them to

is in close communication with FDA,

differentiate.

particularly the agency’s Center for

He investigated the problem and

Biologics Evaluation and Research, to

discovered a plastic that did not inter-

submit a full IND by this spring. FDA

act with the cells — a plastic that now

acceptance would clear the way for

has been used since the 1980s. He

Matthay to conduct phase I and II clini-

noted that manufacturers always need

cal trials using the clinical-grade cell

to be vigilant regarding these types of

products supplied to him by PACT.

problems and work with scientists to

In some cases, after an investiga-

augment devices as necessary.

tor’s IND is accepted by FDA, he or she
may work with a device manufacturer
that produces equipment, for example,

cal director of regenerative medicine

president of American Fluoroseal Cor-

at the Ottawa Hospital Research

poration, explained that researchers

Institute, explained that not all cell

submit letters to manufacturers seek-

therapy research leads to products

ing permission to use their biologic

that can be placed on shelves. For

with the manufacturer’s device. Once

example, Atkins, who works with

they receive approval from the com-

stem cell transplantation to treat auto-

to FDA to determine if the biologic and
device may be used together.
Cullis, a pioneer in the development
of apheresis equipment and who
developed the ﬁrst closed apheresis
system, explained that he began
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Harold Atkins, MD, FRCP(C), medi-

to store the cell product. Herb Cullis,

pany, the investigators submit a letter
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Products and Protocols

immune diseases, is applying well-

effective, he envisions other physi-

become and the better positioned they

known techniques to develop a new

cians referring to his published proto-

become to work with government and

protocol (or procedure) that involves a

col to produce similar results among

industry. With PACT, the infrastructure

powerful immune system-destroying

their patients. “There are products

to conduct cell therapy-based transla-

chemotherapy regimen followed by

and there are protocols,” Atkins said.

tional research does not have to be

hematopoietic stem cell transplanta-

“In some cases, researchers use cells

recreated each time there is a new

tion. The stem cell therapy is used

we already have and techniques we

idea to test, which helps accelerate

to reconstitute the patients’ immune

already know in novel ways.”

the process of bringing novel cell therapies to the bedside.”

systems following destruction by the
chemotherapy.
Through this work, Atkins is “resetting” his patients’ immune systems.

Accelerating Research
Advances
“Translational research is a critical

He emphasized that his research is not

step in creating new treatment options

leading to a new product but rather

for patients,” said EMMES’ Wine-

applying techniques already in use.

stone. “The further along investigators

Preliminary results are favorable and

progress through translational activi-

if his treatment proves to be safe and

ties, the more deﬁned their products

To learn more about PACT,
visit the program’s website
at www.pactgroup.net.
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